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[REDACTED - International Relations Section 27 (1a) BILATERAL RELATIONS]  Post is effectively working to provide innovative ways of maintaining a nd expanding British interests.

By 1 May 2014, deliver on outstanding elements of the One Global Workforce agenda. Ensure Line Managers and all staff 

enshrine in PDPs, a focus on knowledge professionalisation in economic, trade and project delivery activities.
People OGW deadlines met, including the discussion of and posting of our 'Global People Principles' charter. PDPs discussed and signed off, with an Embassy wide training budget 

system in place, now overseen by the OHLC.  Again, FCO Staff Survey discussions have identified our team's strenthens and top priorities for improvement.

Enhance  Post's strategic oversight of Mongolian activity through analysis and reporting of multi-media. Maximise the impact 

of project funds and high-level visits through a wider range of media communications and engagements, including a media 

strategy that encompasses activities of all Embassy  sections. 

Network
Post has significantly enhanced its presence on social media (Facebook) to promote a range of issues, including Chevening, ESVI and NATO Summit. Bid for Twitter turned down 

but we believe there’s scope for it to be effective in Mongolia including the development of our planned UKTI social media strategy. Established systematic process for regular 

news articles to be published on Post's website including activities during Mr Swire's visit and EST projects.

Diplomatic Excellence Outcomes for 2014/15 Please set out your Outcomes (1-2) for the 

year ahead to strengthen capability in support of Diplomatic Excellence. 

Diplomatic Excellence 

Strand (Policy, People, 

Network) 

Explanation

[REDACTED - International Relations - Bilateral relations; Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a, c,d)] Policy
Incremental awareness raising, with external interlocutors, on 'Official versus Official-Sensitive' markings continues.  A recent office re-organisation has now  [REDACTED - 

HEALTH AND SAFETY EXEMPTION Section 38 (1a,b)] further enhancing our ethos of One Team Working. Further devolution of responsibilities and authority to key local colleagues 

is strengthening the wider team dynamic. FCO Staff Survey focus a 'One Team' activity, preparation completed for October's returns.

Corporate Management; Local Budget and BPB procedures adhered to, efficiency savings delivered (VAC), corporate returns 

(Security, Management, CBP etc)  managed in accordance with published guidance which supports the delivery of cross 

sectoral activity.

Corporate returns, including Corporate Services & Consular (CMP) activities have been on time, to a consistently high standard. The Local Budget has been risk assessed by the 

(new) 'One HMG Leadership Committee' (OHLC) and prioritisation has been established, across key areas e.g. Health & Safety, Paybill, running costs & costed Personal 

Development Plans. MYR LB estimate is for a full spend.

Fund and support delivery of HRDF & BPB projects through external parties, which have a positive impact on GoM and 

Mongolian institutions, prioritising activity; Climate Change and Environment, MDGs, Democracy and Good Governance. 

Maximise ODA-able activity. 

HRDF bids submitted but unsuccessful & rejected, no feedback on why. UB's BPB £50k assigned to EST project that addresses significant elements of this 'Outcome'.  [REDACTED - 

International Relations - Bilateral relations; relations with international organisations; Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a,b, c,d)]  CEDD or other funds 

being sought to (underpin?)  high quality returns.

Enhance the profile of the UK Alumni network, through sponsored events, which multiply our ability to engage with 

Government, Civil Society and business.  Prioritise activity in health, education and environmental sectors. Evidence 

gathered for effective business case for British Council's return.

Alumni's substantial growth and engagement is catalysing more returns for UK and local partners. Seeking to leverage British Council (UK) engagement through VIP visitors to 

UK, including  Mayor Bat-Uul.  DipTel 1402090 identified Education Sector opportunities, working on an GREAT Education campaign for early 2015.   Chevening Review; our inputs 

to the Corporate Review exercise influenced an increase to our 2015 scholarships to 9 (+ with GoM and potential commercial partnerships), from 3 in 2014 (7 with GoM 

partnership, payment assurances received from Minister of Education). 

[REDACTED - International Relations - Bilateral relations; Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a, c,d)] [REDACTED - International Relations - Bilateral relations; Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a, c,d)]

Support CROM Beijing's achievement of Consular business targets. Good working relationship between teams and regional 

contact centres. Staff well-managed, trained, motivated and confident. 

Year to date liaison effectively dealt with routine and emergency work. The death in-country of a British Citizen and his subsequent repatriation handled effectively and 

professionally. CMP desk-top exercise conducted, risk profile revised and rolling review of CMP puts us in a good position for EYR revision exercise. Planning for maternity leave 

cover, wef 1 December. 

[REDACTED - International Relations - Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1c,d)] [REDACTED - International Relations - Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1c,d)]

Lobbying of MFA and reporting, in support of key UK requests with direct relevance to Mongolia; EITI2, PSVI, OGP, UN issues 

(including support for UK nominees for jobs) and MDGs. 

Lobbying summary;  NATO Summit (Partner),  Ukraine, Syria, ITU, PSVI, DPRK (sanctions),  Death Penalty co-sponsorship (first in East Asia) secured. Engaged to secure UK as one 

of only four foreign representatives to East Asia Security Conference (our Analyst participated).  [REDACTED - International Relations - Bilateral Relations Section 27 (1a)]

[REDACTED - International Relations - Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1c,d)] [REDACTED - International Relations - Promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1c,d)]

Visa Application Centre outsourcing completed. [REDACTED - International Relations - Bilateral relations, Promotion and 

protection of UK interests abroad Section27 (1a, c,d)]

Completed: Change Programme sucessfully delivered. April's transition required intense monitoring and liaison with Beijing/Manila UKVI teams and VAC but transition 

completed successfully. 

Building on the FS visit  deliver  a Roundtable in UB which has defined business outcomes for our Prosperity and Security 

objectives. 

May's successful ('Round Table') visit by Minister Swire, DipTels 1404388 & 1404025, increased momentum in deepening and broadening bilateral relations across all 

'Outcome' areas.

Explanation

[REDACTED - International Relations-  Bilateral relations; relations with international organisations; promotion and protection 

of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a,b,c,d) ; Commercial Interests - prejudice interests of person and public authorities Section 

43 (2)]

[REDACTED - International Relations-  Bilateral relations; relations with international organisations; promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a,b,c,d) ; 

Commercial Interests - prejudice interests of person and public authorities Section 43 (2)]

[REDACTED - International Relations-  promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1c,d) ; Commercial Interests - 

prejudice interests of person and public authorities Section 43 (2)]

[REDACTED - International Relations-  promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1c,d) ; Commercial Interests - prejudice interests of person and public 

authorities Section 43 (2)]

[REDACTED - International Relations-  Bilateral relations; relations with international organisations; promotion and protection 

of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a,b,c,d) ; Commercial Interests - prejudice interests of person and public authorities Section 

43 (2)]

[REDACTED - International Relations-  Bilateral relations; relations with international organisations; promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a,b,c,d) ; 

Commercial Interests - prejudice interests of person and public authorities Section 43 (2)]

[NEW] Work with Manila to maintain acceptable visa service for applicants in Mongolia.
 Indications of increased refusal rates. Complaints rising, based on UKVI handling errors, of a small number of what are proving high profile cases. Both are systemic issues we 

are resolving with Manila. 

Outcomes for 2014/15 Please set out the main outcomes for the year ahead, in order of priority, 

indicating which of the Four-Year Goals they will help to achieve

4 

Year 

Goals

FCO Priority 

Outcome/ 

OGD Lead 

ODA 

(Y/N)
MYR Rating EYR Rating

[REDACTED - International Relations Section 27 (1c,d) - promotion and protection of UK interests abroad; Policy Development Section 35 (1a)] Not applicable at MYR

Consular; To deliver a consistently high quality consular service with focus on priority and vulnerable customers. [REDACTED - International Relations Section 27 

(1c,d) - promotion and protection of UK interests abroad; Policy Development Section 35 (1a)]   Proactive communications campaigns including the use of online 

and social media. Crisis preparedness fully embedded in the Embassy culture with a high level of preparedness at Post.

Not applicable at MYR

[REDACTED - International Relations Section 27 (1c,d) - promotion and protection of UK interests abroad; Policy Development Section 35 (1a)] Not applicable at MYR

[REDACTED - International Relations Section 27 (1c,d) - promotion and protection of UK interests abroad; Policy Development Section 35 (1a)] Not applicable at MYR

[REDACT ED- International Relations - bilateral relations,  promotion and protection of UK interests abroad Section 27 (1a,c,d] Not applicable at MYR

Business Plan Mongolia Link to guidance Mid-Year / End-Year Review

[REDACTED - International Relations Section 27 (1c,d) - promotion and protection of UK interests abroad; Policy Development Section 35 (1a)]
Heads of Mission / Directors should review their Post’s / Directorate’s progress at the MYR and EYR stages and provide RAG ratings on the delivery of Outcomes and a brief 

explanation for the ratings. 

Four-Year (Strategic) Goals for 2014/15 - 2017/18 
Explanation Not applicable at MYR

MYR Rating EYR Rating Explanation

Business Plan signed off 

by: (Name, Position & 

Date)

Chris Stuart, HMA 28 

October 2013/ September 

2014 MYR
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